By Santos Donabel Sql Server
2012 With Powershell V3
Cookbook Paperback
As recognized, adventure as well as experience about lesson,
amusement, as without difficulty as concurrence can be gotten by just
checking out a book By Santos Donabel Sql Server 2012 With
Powershell V3 Cookbook Paperback then it is not directly done, you
could resign yourself to even more roughly speaking this life, in the
region of the world.
We have enough money you this proper as with ease as simple habit
to get those all. We meet the expense of By Santos Donabel Sql Server
2012 With Powershell V3 Cookbook Paperback and numerous books
collections from fictions to scientific research in any way. among them
is this By Santos Donabel Sql Server 2012 With Powershell V3
Cookbook Paperback that can be your partner.

inspiration and a giant dose of
#MakeoverMonday Andy

perspective for those who

Kriebel 2018-10-02 Explore

communicate data. Originally a

different perspectives and

small project in the data

approaches to create more

visualization community,

effective visualizations

#MakeoverMonday features a

#MakeoverMonday offers

weekly chart or graph and a
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dataset that community members

the many approaches to visual

reimagine in order to make it

data communication Think

more effective. The results have

beyond the data and consider

been astounding; hundreds of

audience, stakeholders, and

people have contributed

message Design your graphs to be

thousands of makeovers,

intuitive and more

perfectly illustrating the highly

communicative Assess the impact

variable nature of data

of layout, color, font, chart type,

visualization. Different takes on

and other design choices Creating

the same data showed a wide

visual representation of complex

variation of theme, focus, content,

datasets is tricky. There’s the

and design, with side-by-side

mandate to include all relevant

comparisons throwing more- and

data in a clean, readable format

less-effective techniques into

that best illustrates what the data

sharp relief. This book is an

is saying—but there is also the

extension of that project,

designer’s impetus to showcase a

featuring a variety of makeovers

command of the complexity and

that showcase various approaches

create multidimensional

to data communication and a

visualizations that “look cool.”

focus on the analytical, design

#MakeoverMonday shows you

and storytelling skills that have

the many ways to walk the line

been developed through

between simple reporting and

#MakeoverMonday. Paging

design artistry to create exactly

through the makeovers ignites

the visualization the situation

immediate inspiration for your

requires.

own work, provides insight into

Windows PowerShell Cookbook

different perspectives, and

Lee Holmes 2010-08-20 With

highlights the techniques that

more than 250 ready-to-use

truly make an impact. Explore

recipes, this solutions-oriented
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introduction to the Windows

challenge and continuing to run a

PowerShell scripting

reliable database platform service.

environment and language

Expert Scripting and Automation

provides administrators with the

for SQL Server DBAs guides you

tools to be productive

through the process of

immediately.

automating the maintenance of

How to Improve the High School

your SQL Server enterprise.

Band Sound Russell A. Pizer

Expert Scripting and Automation

1976

for SQL Server DBAs shows how

Expert Scripting and Automation

to automate the SQL Server build

for SQL Server DBAs Peter A.

processes, monitor multiple

Carter 2016-07-27 Automate your

instances from a single location,

workload and manage more

and automate routine

databases and instances with

maintenance tasks throughout

greater ease and efficiency by

your environment. You will also

combining metadata-driven

learn how to create automated

automation with powerful tools

responses to common or time

like PowerShell and SQL Server

consuming break/fix scenarios.

Agent. Automate your new

The book helps you become

instance-builds and use

faster and better at what you do

monitoring to drive ongoing

for a living, and thus more

automation, with the help of an

valuable in the job market.

inventory database and a

Extensive coverage of automation

management data warehouse.

using PowerShell and T-SQL

The market has seen a trend

Detailed discussion and examples

towards there being a much

on metadata-driven automation

smaller ratio of DBAs to SQL

Comprehensive coverage of

Server instances. Automation is

automated responses to break/fix

the key to responding to this

scenarios What You Will Learn
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Automate the SQL Server build

the Management Data

process Create intelligent,

Warehouse.

metadata-drive routines

SQL Server 2014 with

Automate common maintenance

PowerShell v5 Cookbook Donabel

tasks Create automated responses

Santos 2015-12-04 Over 150 real-

to common break/fix scenarios

world recipes to simplify database

Monitor multiple instance from a

management, automate

central location Utilize T-SQL

repetitive tasks, and enhance

and PowerShell for

your productivity About This

administrative purposes Who

Book This book helps you build a

This Book Is For Expert

strong foundation to get you

Scripting and Automation for

comfortable using PowerShell

SQL Server DBAs is a book for

with SQL Server, empowering

SQL Server database

you to create more complex

administrators responsible for

scripts for your day-to-day job

managing increasingly large

The book provides numerous

numbers of databases across their

guidelines, tips, and explanations

business enterprise. The book is

on how and when to use

also useful for any database

PowerShell cmdlets, WMI, SMO,

administrator looking to ease

.NET classes, or other

their workload through

components It offers easy-to-

automation. The book addresses

follow, practical recipes to help

the needs of these audiences by

you get the most out of SQL

showing how to get more done

Server and PowerShell Who

through less effort by

This Book Is For If you are a SQL

implementing an intelligent,

Server database professional

automated-processes service

(DBA, developer, or BI

model using tools such as T-SQL,

developer) who wants to use

PowerShell, Server Agent, and

PowerShell to automate,
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integrate, and simplify database

components. The book starts with

tasks, this books is for you. Prior

an introduction to the new

knowledge of scripting would be

features in SQL Server 2014 and

helpful, but it is not necessary.

PowerShell v5 and the

What You Will Learn Explore

installation of SQL Server. You

database objects and execute

will learn about basic SQL Server

queries on multiple servers

administration tasks and then get

Manage and monitor the running

to know about some security-

of SQL Server services and

related topics such as the

accounts Back up and restore

authentication mode and

databases Create an inventory of

assigning permissions. Moving

database properties and server

on, you will explore different

configuration settings Maintain

methods to back up and restore

permissions and security for users

your databases and perform

Work with CLR assemblies,

advanced administration tasks

XML, and BLOB objects in SQL

such as working with Policies,

Manage and deploy SSIS packages

Filetables, and SQL audits. The

and SSRS reports In Detail

next part of the book covers more

PowerShell can be leveraged

advanced HADR tasks such as log

when automating and

shipping and data mirroring, and

streamlining SQL Server tasks.

then shows you how to develop

PowerShell comes with a rich set

your server to work with BLOB,

of cmdlets, and integrates tightly

XML, and JSON. Following on

with the .NET framework. Its

from that, you will learn about

scripting capabilities are robust

SQL Server's BI stack, which

and flexible, allowing you to

includes SSRS reports, the SSIS

simplify automation and

package, and the SSAS cmdlet

integration across different

and database. Snippets not specific

Microsoft applications and

to SQL Server will help you
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perform tasks quickly on SQL

you need right away.

servers. Towards the end of the

Tableau Prep: Up & Running

book, you will find some useful

Carl Allchin 2020-08-03 For self-

information, which includes a

service data preparation, Tableau

PowerShell tutorial for novice

Prep is relatively easy to use—as

users, some commonly-used

long as you know how to clean

PowerShell and SQL Server

and organize your datasets. Carl

syntax, and a few online

Allchin, from The Information

resources. Finally, you will

Lab in London, gets you up to

create your own SQL Server

speed on Tableau Prep through a

Sandbox VMs. All these concepts

series of practical lessons that

will help you to efficiently

include methods for preparing,

manage your administration

cleaning, automating, organizing,

tasks. Style and approach SQL

and outputting your datasets.

Server 2014 with PowerShell v5

Based on Allchin’s popular blog,

Cookbook is an example-focused

Preppin’ Data, this practical guide

book that provides step-by-step

takes you step-by-step through

instructions on how to accomplish

Tableau Prep’s fundamentals.

specific SQL Server tasks using

Self-service data preparation

PowerShell. Each recipe is

reduces the time it takes to

followed by an analysis of the

complete data projects and

steps or design decisions taken

improves the quality of your

and additional information about

analyses. Discover how Tableau

the task at hand. Working scripts

Prep helps you access your data

are provided for all examples so

and turn it into valuable

that you can dive in right away.

information. Know what to look

You can read this book

for when you prepare data Learn

sequentially by chapter or you

which Tableau Prep functions to

can pick and choose which topics

use when working with data
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fields Analyze the shape and

we can. With this full-color book,

profile of your dataset Output

data visualizationguru and author

data for analysis and learn how

Nathan Yau uses step-by-step

Tableau Prep automates your

tutorials to show youhow to

workflow Learn how to clean

visualize and tell stories with

your dataset using Tableau Prep

data. He explains how togather,

functions Explore ways to use

parse, and format data and then

Tableau Prep techniques in real-

design high qualitygraphics that

world scenarios Make your data

help you explore and present

available to others by managing

patterns, outliers,

and documenting the output

andrelationships. Presents a

Powershell for SQL Server

unique approach to visualizing

Essentials Donabel Santos

and telling storieswith data, from

2015-02-25

a data visualization expert and

Visualize This Nathan Yau

the creator offlowingdata.com,

2011-06-13 Practical data design

Nathan Yau Offers step-by-step

tips from a data visualization

tutorials and practical design tips

expert ofthe modern age Data

forcreating statistical graphics,

doesn?t decrease; it is ever-

geographical maps, and

increasing and can

informationdesign to find

beoverwhelming to organize in a

meaning in the numbers Details

way that makes sense to its

tools that can be used to visualize

intendedaudience. Wouldn?t it

data-nativegraphics for the Web,

be wonderful if we could

such as ActionScript, Flash

actually visualizedata in such a

libraries, PHP,and JavaScript and

way that we could maximize its

tools to design graphics for print,

potential and tell astory in a clear,

such as Rand Illustrator Contains

concise manner? Thanks to the

numerous examples and

creative genius ofNathan Yau,

descriptions of patterns
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andoutliers and explains how to

chance to learn from the best in

show them Visualize This

the business. About this Book

demonstrates how to explain data

PowerShell Deep Dives is a trove

visually so thatyou can present

of essential techniques and

your information in a way that is

practical guidance. It is rich with

easy tounderstand and appealing.

insights from experts who won

PowerShell Deep Dives Oisin

them through years of

Grehan 2013-07-25 Summary

experience. The book's 28

Here's your chance to learn from

chapters, grouped in four parts

the best in the business.

(Administration, Scripting,

PowerShell Deep Dives is a trove

Development, and Platforms),

of essential techniques, practical

were hand-picked by four section

guidance, and the expert insights

editors: Jeffery Hicks, Richard

you earn only through years of

Siddaway, Oisin Grehan, and

experience. Editors Jeffery Hicks,

Aleksandar Nikolic. Whether

Richard Siddaway, Oisin Grehan,

you're just getting started with

and Aleksandar Nikolic hand-

PowerShell or you already use it

picked the 28 chapters in the

daily, you'll find yourself

book's four parts: Administration,

returning to this book over and

Scripting, Development, and

over. What's Inside Managing

Platforms. About the Technology

systems through a keyhole The

PowerShell has permanently

Ten Commandments of

changed Windows

PowerShell scripting Scalable

administration. This powerful

scripting for large datasets

scripting and automation tool

Adding automatic remoting

allows you to control virtually

Provisioning web servers and

every aspect of Windows and

websites automatically to IIS 8

most Microsoft servers like IIS

And 23 more fantastic chapters

and SQL Server. Here's your

Purchase of the print book
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includes a free eBook in PDF,

events Managing and

Kindle, and ePub formats from

administering a certification

Manning Publications. About the

authoritydatabase with

AuthorsEditors Jeffery Hicks,

PowerShell Using PowerShell to

Richard Siddaway, Oisin Grehan,

reduce Active Directory token

and Aleksandar Nikolic are

bloat PART 2 POWERSHELL

joined by PowerShell experts

SCRIPTING The 10 PowerShell

Chris Bellee, Bartek Bielawski,

scripting commandments

Robert C. Cain, Jim Christopher,

Avoiding the pipeline A

Adam Driscoll, Josh Gavant, Jason

template for handling and

Helmick, Don Jones, Ashley

reporting errors Tips and tricks

McGlone, Jonathan Medd, Ben

for creating complex or

Miller, James O'Neill, Arnaud

advancedHTML reports with

Petitjean, Vadims Podans, Karl

PowerShell Using and "abusing"

Prosser, Boe Prox, Matthew

dynamic parameters PowerShell

Reynolds, Mike Robbins, Donabel

type formatting Scalable scripting

Santos, Will Steele, Trevor

for large data sets: pipelineand

Sullivan, and Jeff Wouters. Table

database techniques Building

of Contents PART 1

your own WMI-based cmdlets

POWERSHELL

Turning command-line tools into

ADMINISTRATION Diagnosing

PowerShell tools PART 3

and troubleshooting PowerShell

POWERSHELL FOR

remoting CIM sessions 22

DEVELOPERS Using Source

Collecting and analyzing

Control Software with

performance counter data TCP

PowerShell Inline .NET code

port communications with

PowerShell and XML: better

PowerShell Managing systems

together Adding automatic

through a keyhole Using

remoting to advanced

PowerShell to audit user logon

functionsand cmdlets Taming
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software builds (and other

database access management,

complicated processes)with psake

replication, and securityBook

PART 4 POWERSHELL

Description SQL Server is one of

PLATFORMS PowerShell and

the most popular relational

the SQL Server provider

database management systems

Creating flexible subscriptions in

developed by Microsoft. This

SSRS Inventory database table

second edition of the SQL Server

statistics using PowerShellSQL

Administrator's Guide will not

Server Management Objects

only teach you how to

WSUS and PowerShell

administer an enterprise database,

Provisioning IIS web servers and

but also help you become

sites with PowerShell Active

proficient at managing and

Directory Group Management

keeping the database available,

application

secure, and stable. You’ll start by

SQL Server 2019 Administrator's

learning how to set up your SQL

Guide Marek Chmel 2020-09-11

Server and configure new and

Use Microsoft SQL Server 2019 to

existing environments for

implement, administer, and

optimal use. The book then takes

secure a robust database solution

you through designing aspects

that is disaster-proof and highly

and delves into performance

available Key FeaturesExplore

tuning by showing you how to

new features of SQL Server 2019

use indexes effectively. You’ll

to set up, administer, and

understand certain choices that

maintain your database solution

need to be made about backups,

successfullyDevelop a dynamic

implement security policy, and

SQL Server environment and

discover how to keep your

streamline big data

environment healthy. Tools

pipelinesDiscover best practices

available for monitoring and

for fixing performance issues,

managing a SQL Server database,
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including automating health

management strategyCombine

reviews, performance checks,

SQL Server 2019 with Azure and

and much more, will also be

manage your solution using

discussed in detail. As you

various automation

advance, the book covers essential

techniquesImplement efficient

topics such as migration,

backup and recovery techniques

upgrading, and consolidation,

in line with security policiesGet

along with the techniques that

to grips with migrating,

will help you when things go

upgrading, and consolidating

wrong. Once you’ve got to grips

with SQL ServerSet up an

with integration with Azure and

AlwaysOn-enabled stable and fast

streamlining big data pipelines,

SQL Server 2019

you’ll learn best practices from

environmentUnderstand how to

industry experts for maintaining

work with Big Data on SQL

a highly reliable database

Server environmentsWho this

solution. Whether you are an

book is for This book is for

administrator or are looking to

database administrators, database

get started with database

developers, and anyone who

administration, this SQL Server

wants to administer large and

book will help you develop the

multiple databases single-

skills you need to successfully

handedly using Microsoft's SQL

create, design, and deploy

Server 2019. Basic awareness of

database solutions. What you will

database concepts and experience

learnDiscover SQL Server 2019’s

with previous SQL Server

new features and how to

versions is required.

implement themFix performance

PowerShell in Depth Don Jones

issues by optimizing queries and

2014-10-31 Summary PowerShell

making use of indexesDesign and

in Depth, Second Edition is the

use an optimal database

go-to reference for administrators
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working with Windows

major technique, technology, and

PowerShell. Every major

tactic is carefully explained and

technique, technology, and tactic

demonstrated, providing a hands-

is carefully explained and

on guide to almost everything an

demonstrated, providing a hands-

admin would do in the shell.

on guide to almost everything an

Written by PowerShell MVPs

admin would do in the shell.

Don Jones, Jeffrey Hicks, and

Written by three experienced

Richard Siddaway, each valuable

authors and PowerShell MVPs,

technique was developed and

this is the PowerShell book you'll

thoroughly tested, so you'll be

keep next to your monitor—not

able to consistently write

on your bookshelf! Purchase of

production-quality, maintainable

the print book includes a free

scripts while saving hours of

eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub

time and effort. This book

formats from Manning

assumes you know the basics of

Publications. About the Book A

PowerShell. What's Inside

Windows admin using

Automating tasks Packaging and

PowerShell every day may not

deploying scripts Introduction to

have the time to search the net

Desired State Configuration

every time he or she hits a snag.

PowerShell security Covers

Wouldn't it be great to have a

PowerShell version 3 and later

team of seasoned PowerShell

About the Authors Don Jones,

experts ready to answer even the

Jeffery Hicks, and Richard

toughest questions? That's what

Siddaway are Microsoft MVPs,

you get with this book.

trainers, and administrators.

PowerShell in Depth, Second

Collectively, they've authored

Edition is the go-to reference for

nearly three dozen books on

administrators working with

PowerShell and Windows

Windows PowerShell. Every

administration. Table of Contents
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PART 1 POWERSHELL

type extensions Data language

FUNDAMENTALS Introduction

and internationalization Writing

PowerShell hosts Using the

help Error handling techniques

PowerShell help system The

Debugging tools and techniques

basics of PowerShell syntax

Functions that work like cmdlets

Working with PSSnapins and

Tips and tricks for creating

modules Operators Working

reports PART 4 ADVANCED

with objects The PowerShell

POWERSHELL Working with

pipeline Formatting PART 2

the Component Object Model

POWERSHELL

(COM) Working with .NET

MANAGEMENT PowerShell

Framework objects Accessing

Remoting Background jobs and

databases Proxy functions

scheduling Working with

Building a GUI WMI and CIM

credentials Regular expressions

Working with the web Desired

Working with HTML and XML

State Configuration

data PSDrives and PSProviders

Windows PowerShell in 24

Variables, arrays, hash tables, and

Hours, Sams Teach Yourself

script blocks PowerShell security

Timothy L. Warner 2015-05-02

Advanced PowerShell syntax

In just 24 lessons of one hour or

PART 3 POWERSHELL

less, Sams Teach Yourself

SCRIPTING AND

Windows PowerShell in 24

AUTOMATION PowerShell's

Hours helps you streamline all

scripting language Basic scripts

facets of Windows administration,

and functions Creating objects for

supercharging your effectiveness

output Scope PowerShell

as an IT professional or power

workflows Advanced syntax for

user. This book’s straightforward,

scripts and functions Script

step-by-step approach shows you

modules and manifest modules

how to build and run scripts,

Custom formatting views Custom

extend Windows PowerShell
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reach, manage computers

scripts Work effectively with the

remotely, and automate a wide

pipeline, objects, and data Extend

variety of tasks on any modern

Windows PowerShell reach via

Windows server or client. Every

providers, drives, and output

lesson builds on what you’ve

Run external tools like ping,

already learned, giving you a

ipconfig, and tracert from within

rock-solid foundation for real-

PowerShell Remotely manage

world success! Step-by-step

computers with basic and

instructions carefully walk you

advanced remoting (WinRM),

through the most common

WMI, and Regex Configure

PowerShell scripting tasks.

Windows devices across the web

Practical, hands-on examples

with PSWA Sort, filter, measure,

show you how to apply what

format, export, and convert script

you learn. Quizzes and exercises

output Run Windows

help you test your knowledge

PowerShell flexibly, using

and stretch your skills. Notes,

background and scheduled jobs

tips, and cautions point out

Customize your environment

shortcuts, pitfalls, and solutions.

with profile scripts, alternate

Learn how to... Install, configure,

credentials, thirdparty tools, and

and explore Windows

packages Strengthen your control

PowerShell (including updates

over Windows systems and

for PowerShell 5) Leverage

services with Desired State

.NET’s remarkable power and

Configuration Administer key

scope with easy-to-use cmdlets

tasks on SQL Server, SharePoint,

Build new scripts with the

and other Windows servers

console, ISE visual tools, and

Master PowerShell skills needed

other popular hosts Apply best

to earn many Microsoft

practices for writing more

certifications

reliable, flexible, team-friendly

Tableau 10 Business Intelligence
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Cookbook Donabel Santos

calculated fields, parameters, and

2016-11-30 Create powerful,

actions to add interactivity to

effective visualizations to help

charts and dashboards Prepare

analyze your data with Tableau

and transform data for analysis

10 by your side About This Book

using Tableau's built-in tools and

Cook your favorite Tableau 10

functions Create effective and

business intelligence recipe with

compelling dashboards and story

the help of this easy-to-follow

points Leverage Tableau's

book Build beautiful, interactive

mapping capabilities to visualize

dashboards and visualizations in

location and shape data Integrate

Tableau 10 that help you make

analytics and forecasting to

informed decisions This rich

enhance data analysis Get to

collection of independent recipes

know tips and tricks to work

cover everything needed to

more quickly and effectively in

become an advanced Tableau

Tableau Increase your confidence

user and get an edge over other

and competence in creating rich,

Tableau users Who This Book Is

interactive visualizations in

For This book is targeted to

Tableau In Detail Tableau is a

business, data, and analytics

software tool that can speed up

professionals who want to build

data analysis through its rich

rich interactive visualizations

visualization capabilities, and help

using Tableau. Familiarity with

uncover insights for better and

previous versions of Tableau

smarter decision making. This

would be helpful, but is not

book is for the business,

necessary. What You Will Learn

technology, data and analytics

Become familiar with the

professionals who use and analyze

Tableau interface Build basic to

data and data-driven approaches

more advanced charts with step-

to support business operations and

by-step recipes Use filters,

strategic initiatives in their
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organizations. This book provides

recipes in this book, you can

easy-to-follow recipes to get the

explore Tableau and pick the

reader up and running with

business intelligence solution

Tableau 10, and covers basic to

that's best suited for your needs.

advanced use cases and scenarios.

Essentials of Business Statistics

The book starts with building

Ken Black 2018-05-08 Essentials

basic charts in Tableau and moves

of Business Statistics offers a

on to building more complex

student-friendly, applications-

charts by incorporating different

based approach to teaching a

Tableau features and interactivity

course that is generally perceived

components. There is an entire

as being very technical. Students

chapter dedicated to dashboard

learn how and why statistical

techniques and best practices. A

tools are used and benefit from a

number of recipes specifically for

walk-through approach where

geospatial visualization, analytics,

new concepts are applied to clear

and data preparation are also

examples.

covered. By the end of this book,

Getting Started with SQL Server

you'll have gained confidence

2012 Cube Development Simon

and competence to analyze and

Lidberg 2013-09-13 As a practical

communicate data and insights

tutorial for Analysis Services, get

more efficiently and effectively

started with developing cubes.

by creating compelling

"Getting Started with SQL

interactive charts, dashboards, and

Server 2012 Cube Development"

stories in Tableau. Style and

walks you through the basics,

approach This book is a collection

working with SSAS to build

of independent recipes that cover

cubes and get them up and

a wide range of options for data

running.Written for SQL Server

visualization on offer with

developers who have not

Tableau. With the help of the

previously worked with
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Analysis Services. It is assumed

plus an extensive collection of

that you have experience with

business solutions -- including

relational databases, but no prior

novel techniques available in no

knowledge of cube development

other book."--provided by

is required. You need SQL

publisher.

Server 2012 in order to follow

Learning Tableau 10 Joshua N.

along with the exercises in this

Milligan 2016-09-30 Learn how

book.

to create effective data

T-SQL Window Functions Itzik

visualizations with Tableau and

Ben-Gan 2019-11-04 "Most T-SQL

unlock a smarter approach to

developers recognize the value of

business analytics. It might just

window functions for data

transform your organization

analysis calculations. But they can

About This Book Create stylish

do far more, and recent

visualizations and dashboards that

optimizations make them even

explain complexity with clarity

more powerful. In T-SQL

Learn effective data storytelling

Window Functions, renowned

to transform how your business

T-SQL expert Itzik Ben-Gan

uses ideas and makes decisions

introduces breakthrough

Explore all the new features in

techniques for using them to

Tableau 10 and start to redefine

handle many common T-SQL

what business analytics means to

querying tasks with

your organization Who This

unprecedented elegance and

Book Is For Got data? Not sure

power. Using extensive code

what to make of it? This is the

examples, he guides you through

guide for you – whether you've

window aggregate, ranking,

been working with Tableau for

distribution, offset, and ordered

years or are just beginning your

set functions. You'll find a

adventure into business analytics.

detailed section on optimization,

What You Will Learn Find out
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how to build effective

intelligent, but it isn't going to

visualizations and dashboards

make you intelligent... We'll

Prepare and clean your data so

make sure you're well prepared

you can be sure Tableau is

to take full advantage of Tableau

finding answers to your

10's new features. Whether

questions – not raising more

you're an experienced data

problems Discover how to create

analyst that wants to explore

advanced visualizations that

2016's new Tableau, or you're a

explain complexity with clarity

beginner that wants to expand

and style Dig deeper into your

their skillset and bring a more

data with clustering and

professional and sharper approach

distribution models that allow

to their organization, we've got

you to analyze trends and make

you covered. Beginning with the

forecasts Learn how to use data

fundamentals, such as data

storytelling to aid decision-

preparation, you'll soon learn

making and strategy Share

how to build and customize your

dashboards and visualizations to

own data visualizations and

cultivate a culture where data is

dashboards, essential for high-

available and valued In Detail

level visibility and effective data

Tableau has for some time been

storytelling. You'll also find out

one of the most popular Business

how to so trend analysis and

Intelligence and data visualization

forecasting using clustering and

tools available. Why? Because,

distribution models to inform

quite simply, it's a tool that's

your analytics. But it's not just

responsive to the needs of

about you – when it comes to

modern businesses. But it's most

data it's all about availability and

effective when you know how

access. That's why we'll show

to get what you want from it – it

you how to share your Tableau

might make your business

visualizations. It's only once
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insights are shared and

opportunities offered by SQL

communicated that you – and

Server 2014 Microsoft's SQL

your organization – will start

Server 2014 update means big

making smarter and informed

changes for database

decisions. And really, that's

administrators, and you need to

exactly what this guide is for.

get up to speed quickly because

Style and approach Practical yet

your methods, workflow, and

comprehensive, this Tableau

favorite techniques will be

guide takes you from the

different from here on out. The

fundamentals of the tool before

update's enhanced support of

diving deeper into creating

large-scale enterprise databases

advanced visualizations. Covering

and significant price advantage

the latest features found in

mean that SQL Server 2014 will

Tableau 10, this might be the

become even more widely

guide that transforms your

adopted across the industry. The

organization.

update includes new backup and

PowerShell for SQL Server

recovery tools, new AlwaysOn

Essentials Donabel Santos

features, and enhanced cloud

2015-02-25 This book is written

capabilities. In-memory OLTP,

for SQL Server administrators

Buffer Pool Extensions for SSDs,

and developers who want to

and a new Cardinality Estimator

leverage PowerShell to work

can improve functionality and

with SQL Server. Some

smooth out the workflow, but

background with scripting will

only if you understand their full

be helpful but not necessary.

capabilities. Professional Microsoft

Professional Microsoft SQL

SQL Server 2014 is your

Server 2014 Administration

comprehensive guide to working

Adam Jorgensen 2014-09-08

with the new environment.

Learn to take advantage of the

Authors Adam Jorgensen,
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Bradley Ball, Ross LoForte,

Fischetti 2017-03-31 Master the

Steven Wort, and Brian Knight

art of predictive modeling About

are the dream team of the SQL

This Book Load, wrangle, and

Server community, and they put

analyze your data using the

their expertise to work guiding

world's most powerful statistical

you through the changes.

programming language

Improve oversight with better

Familiarize yourself with the

management and monitoring

most common data mining tools

Protect your work with

of R, such as k-means,

enhanced security features

hierarchical regression, linear

Upgrade performance tuning,

regression, Naive Bayes, decision

scaling, replication, and clustering

trees, text mining and so on. We

Learn new options for backup

emphasize important concepts,

and recovery Professional

such as the bias-variance trade-off

Microsoft SQL Server 2014

and over-fitting, which are

includes a companion website

pervasive in predictive modeling

with sample code and efficient

Who This Book Is For If you

automation utilities, plus a host of

work with data and want to

tips, tricks, and workarounds that

become an expert in predictive

will make your job as a DBA or

analysis and modeling, then this

database architect much easier.

Learning Path will serve you

Stop getting frustrated with

well. It is intended for budding

administrative issues and start

and seasoned practitioners of

taking control. Professional

predictive modeling alike. You

Microsoft SQL Server 2014 is

should have basic knowledge of

your roadmap to mastering the

the use of R, although it's not

update and creating solutions that

necessary to put this Learning

work.

Path to great use. What You Will

R: Predictive Analysis Tony

Learn Get to know the basics of
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R's syntax and major data

free and open source

structures Write functions, load

environment that is perfect for

data, and install packages Use

both learning and deploying

different data sources in R and

predictive modeling solutions in

know how to interface with

the real world. This Learning

databases, and request and load

Path will provide you with all

JSON and XML Identify the

the steps you need to master the

challenges and apply your

art of predictive modeling with

knowledge about data analysis in

R. We start with an introduction

R to imperfect real-world data

to data analysis with R, and then

Predict the future with

gradually you'll get your feet

reasonably simple algorithms

wet with predictive modeling.

Understand key data

You will get to grips with the

visualization and predictive

fundamentals of applied statistics

analytic skills using R

and build on this knowledge to

Understand the language of

perform sophisticated and

models and the predictive

powerful analytics. You will be

modeling process In Detail

able to solve the difficulties

Predictive analytics is a field that

relating to performing data

uses data to build models that

analysis in practice and find

predict a future outcome of

solutions to working with “messy

interest. It can be applied to a

data”, large data, communicating

range of business strategies and

results, and facilitating

has been a key player in search

reproducibility. You will then

advertising and recommendation

perform key predictive analytics

engines. The power and domain-

tasks using R, such as train and

specificity of R allows the user to

test predictive models for

express complex analytics easily,

classification and regression tasks,

quickly, and succinctly. R offers a

score new data sets and so on. By
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the end of this Learning Path,

other data. This course is

you will have explored and

designed to be both a guide and a

tested the most popular modeling

reference for moving beyond the

techniques in use on real-world

basics of predictive modeling.

data sets and mastered a diverse

SQL All-in-One For Dummies

range of techniques in predictive

Allen G. Taylor 2011-04-05 The

analytics. This Learning Path

soup-to-nuts guide on all things

combines some of the best that

SQL! SQL, or structured query

Packt has to offer in one

language, is the international

complete, curated package. It

standard language for creating

includes content from the

and maintaining relational

following Packt products: Data

databases. It is the basis of all

Analysis with R, Tony Fischetti

major databases in use today and

Learning Predictive Analytics

is essential for the storage and

with R, Eric Mayor Mastering

retrieval of database information.

Predictive Analytics with R, Rui

This fun and friendly guide takes

Miguel Forte Style and approach

SQL and all its related topics and

Learn data analysis using

breaks it down into easily

engaging examples and fun

digestible pieces for you to

exercises, and with a gentle and

understand. You’ll get the goods

friendly but comprehensive

on relational database design,

"learn-by-doing" approach. This is

development, and maintenance,

a practical course, which analyzes

enabling you to start working

compelling data about life, health,

with SQL right away! Provides

and death with the help of

an overview of the SQL language

tutorials. It offers you a useful

and examines how it is integral

way of interpreting the data

for the storage and retrieval of

that's specific to this course, but

database information Includes

that can also be applied to any

updates to SQL standards as well
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as any new features Explores

MySQL, etc.), non-relational

SQL concepts, relational database

databases (NoSQL such as

development, SQL queries, data

MongoDB, Cassandra), R data

security, database tuning, and

files, etc. Write your own custom

more Addresses the relationship

SQL, etc. Perform statistical

between SQL and programming

analysis in Tableau using R Use a

as well as SQL and XML If

multitude of charts (pie, bar,

you’re looking for an up-to-date

stacked bar, line, scatter plots,

sequel to the bestelling first

dual axis, histograms, heat maps,

edition of SQL All-in-One For

tree maps, highlight tables, box

Dummies, then this is the book

and whisker, etc.) What you’ll

for you!

learn Connect to various data

Pro Tableau Seema Acharya

sources such as relational

2016-12-23 Leverage the power

databases (Microsoft SQL Server,

of visualization in business

MySQL), non-relational databases

intelligence and data science to

(NoSQL such as MongoDB,

make quicker and better

Cassandra), write your own

decisions. Use statistics and data

custom SQL, join and blend data

mining to make compelling and

sources, etc. Leverage table

interactive dashboards. This book

calculations (moving average,

will help those familiar with

year over year growth, LOD

Tableau software chart their

(Level of Detail), etc. Integrate

journey to being a visualization

Tableau with R Tell a

expert. Pro Tableau demonstrates

compelling story with data by

the power of visual analytics and

creating highly interactive

teaches you how to: Connect to

dashboards Who this book is for

various data sources such as

All levels of IT professionals,

spreadsheets, text files, relational

from executives responsible for

databases (Microsoft SQL Server,

determining IT strategies to
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systems administrators, to data

chapter Build different types of

analysts, to decision makers

charts in Tableau with ease

responsible for driving strategic

Extend data using calculated

initiatives, etc. The book will

fields and parameters Prepare

help those familiar with Tableau

and refine data for analysis Create

software chart their journey to a

engaging and interactive

visualization expert.

dashboards Present data

Tableau 10 Bootcamp Joshua N.

effectively using story points In

Milligan 2017-09-26 Sharpen

Detail Tableau is a leading visual

your data visualization skills with

analytics software that can

Tableau 10 Bootcamp. About This

uncover insights for better and

Book Make informed decisions

smarter decision-making. Tableau

using powerful visualizations in

has an uncanny ability to

Tableau Learn effective data

beautify your data, compared to

storytelling to transform how

other BI tools, which makes it an

your business uses ideas Use this

ideal choice for performing fast

extensive bootcamp that makes

and easy visual analysis. A

you an efficient Tableau user in a

military camp style fast-paced

short span of time Who This

learning book that builds your

Book Is For This book caters to

understanding of Tableau 10 in

business, data, and analytics

no time. This day based learning

professionals who want to build

guide contains the best elements

rich interactive visualizations

from two of our published books,

using Tableau Desktop.

Learning Tableau 10 - Second

Familiarity with previous

Edition and Tableau 10 Business

versions of Tableau will be

Intelligence Cookbook, and

helpful, but not necessary. What

delivers practical, learning

You Will Learn Complete

modules in manageable chunks.

practical Tableau tasks with each

Each chunk is delivered in a
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"day", and each "day" is a

unseen ways.

productive day. Each day builds

PowerShell Cookbook Lee

your competency in Tableau.

Holmes 2021-08-17 How do you

You will increase your

use PowerShell to navigate the

competence in integrating

filesystem, manage files and

analytics and forecasting to

folders, or retrieve a web page?

enhance data analysis during the

This introduction to the

course of this Bootcamp. Each

PowerShell language and

chapter presents core concepts

scripting environment provides

and key takeaways about a topic

more than 400 task-oriented

in Tableau and provides a series

recipes to help you solve all kinds

of hands-on exercises. In addition

of problems. Intermediate to

to these exercises, at the end of

advanced system administrators

the chapter, you will find self-

will find more than 100 tried-

check quizzes and extra drills to

and-tested scripts they can copy

challenge you, to take what you

and use immediately. Updated

learned to the next level. To

for PowerShell 5, Open Source

summarize, this book will equip

PowerShell up to 7 and beyond,

you with step-by-step

this comprehensive cookbook

instructions through rigorous

includes hands-on recipes for

tasks, practical callouts, and

common tasks and administrative

various real-world examples and

jobs that you can apply whether

assignments to reinforce your

you're on the client or server

understanding of Tableau 10.

version of Windows. You also get

Style and approach A fast paced

quick references to technologies

book filled with highly-effective

used in conjunction with

real-world examples to help you

PowerShell, including format

build new things and help you in

specifiers and frequently

solving problems in newer and

referenced registry keys to
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selected .NET, COM, and WMI

visually. Some familiarity with

classes. Learn how to use

databases and data structures is

PowerShell on Windows 10 and

helpful, but not required.

Windows Server 2019 Tour

SQL Server 2012 with

PowerShell's core features,

PowerShell V3 Cookbook

including the command model,

Donabel Santos 2012-10-25 SQL

object-based pipeline, and

Server 2012 with PowerShell V3

ubiquitous scripting Master

Cookbook" is an example-focused

fundamentals such as the

book that provides step-by-step

interactive shell, pipeline, and

instructions on how to accomplish

object concepts Perform common

specific SQL Server tasks using

tasks that involve working with

PowerShell. Each recipe is

files, Internet-connected scripts,

followed by an analysis of the

user interaction, and more Solve

steps or design decisions taken,

tasks in systems and enterprise

and additional information about

management, such as working

the task at hand. Working scripts

with Active Directory and the

are provided for all examples so

filesystem

that you can dive in right away.

Learning Tableau Joshua N.

You can read this book

Milligan 2015-04-27 If you want

sequentially by chapter, or you

to understand your data using

can pick and choose which topics

data visualization and don't know

you need right away, This book

where to start, then this is the

is written for the SQL Server

book for you. Whether you are a

database professional (DBA,

beginner or have years of

developer, BI developer) who

experience, this book will help

wants to use PowerShell to

you to quickly acquire the skills

automate, integrate, and simplify

and techniques used to discover,

database tasks. A little bit of

analyze, and communicate data

scripting background is helpful,
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but not necessary.

help you test your knowledge

Windows PowerShell 5 in 24

and stretch your skills. Notes,

Hours, Sams Teach Yourself

tips, and cautions point out

Timothy L. Warner 2015-05-02

shortcuts, pitfalls, and solutions.

In just 24 lessons of one hour or

Learn how to... Install, configure,

less, Sams Teach Yourself

and explore Windows

Windows PowerShell in 24

PowerShell (including updates

Hours helps you streamline all

for PowerShell 5) Leverage

facets of Windows administration,

.NET's remarkable power and

supercharging your effectiveness

scope with easy-to-use cmdlets

as an IT professional or power

Build new scripts with the

user. This book's straightforward,

console, ISE visual tools, and

step-by-step approach shows you

other popular hosts Apply best

how to build and run scripts,

practices for writing more

extend Windows PowerShell

reliable, flexible, team-friendly

reach, manage computers

scripts Work effectively with the

remotely, and automate a wide

pipeline, objects, and data Extend

variety of tasks on any modern

Windows PowerShell reach via

Windows server or client. Every

providers, drives, and output

lesson builds on what you've

Run external tools like ping,

already learned, giving you a

ipconfig, and tracert from within

rock-solid foundation for real-

PowerShell Remotely manage

world success! Step-by-step

computers with basic and

instructions carefully walk you

advanced remoting (WinRM),

through the most common

WMI, and Regex Configure

PowerShell scripting tasks.

Windows devices across the web

Practical, hands-on examples

with PSWA Sort, filter, measure,

show you how to apply what

format, export, and convert script

you learn. Quizzes and exercises

output Run Windows
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PowerShell flexibly, using

Management in a Month of

background and scheduled jobs

Lunches Richard Siddaway

Customize your environment

2014-03-11 Summary Learn

with profile scripts, alternate

Active Directory Management in

credentials, thirdparty tools, and

a Month of Lunches is a practical,

packages Strengthen your control

hands-on tutorial designed for IT

over Windows systems and

pros new to Active Directory. It

services with Desired State

skips the theory and concentrates

Configuration Administer key

on the day-to-day administration

tasks on SQL Server, SharePoint,

tasks you need to know to keep

and other Windows servers

your network running smoothly.

Master PowerShell skills needed

Just set aside an hour a day for a

to earn many Microsoft

month—lunchtime would be

certifications

perfect—and you'll be

Windows PowerShell Pocket

comfortable and productive with

Reference Lee Holmes

Active Directory before you

2012-12-21 "Portable help for

know it. About the Book At the

PowerShell scripters"--Cover.

heart of your Windows network

Windows Server 2012

is Active Directory, the control

Automation with Powershell

center for administration,

Cookbook Ed Goad 2013-03-26

security, and other core

Cookbook with recipes based on

management functions. If you're

real life examples.This book is

new to Active Directory

written to assist the daily tasks

administration—or if you find

for systems administrators,

yourself unexpectedly thrust into

engineers, and architects

that role—you'll need to get up to

working with Windows Server

speed fast. Learn Active

2012.

Directory Management in a

Learn Active Directory

Month of Lunches is a hands-on
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tutorial designed for IT pros new

About the Author Richard

to Active Directory. Without

Siddaway is an experienced all-

assuming previous administration

around Windows administrator

experience, the book starts by

with two decades of experience.

walking you through the most

He's the author of PowerShell in

important day-to-day system

Practice andPowerShell and

management tasks. You'll learn

WMI, and coauthor of

how to administer AD both from

PowerShell in Depth. Table of

the GUI tools built into Windows

Contents PART 1 MANAGING

and by using PowerShell at the

ACTIVE DIRECTORY DATA

command line. Along the way,

Before you begin Creating user

you'll touch on best practices for

accounts Managing user accounts

managing user access, setting

Managing groups

group policies, automating

Troubleshooting users and groups

backups, and more. This book

Managing computer accounts

assumes no prior experience

Managing organizational units

with Active Directory or

PART 2 MANAGING GROUP

Windows administration.

POLICY Creating Group Policies

Examples are based in Windows

Managing Group Policies Fine-

Server 2012 Purchase of the print

grained password policies PART

book includes a free eBook in

3 MANAGING THE ACTIVE

PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats

DIRECTORY SERVICE Creating

from Manning Publications.

domain controllers Managing

What's Inside ADM tasks you'll

domain controllers Protecting AD

need every day GUI and

data Security: Default groups and

command line techniques

delegation Managing DNS

Content tested by new

Managing sites and subnets AD

administrators Well-illustrated,

replication Managing AD trusts

clearly explained examples

PART 4 MAINTENANCE AND
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TROUBLESHOOTING

and its importance in today's

Troubleshooting your AD

businesses. You'll also be

Maintaining and monitoring

introduced to Tableau - how to

Active Directory Future work

connect, clean, and analyze data

and final exam Into the cloud

in this visual analytics software.

Tableau 10 Complete Reference

Then, you'll learn how to apply

Joshua N. Milligan 2018-12-24

what you've learned by creating

Explore and understand data

some simple calculations in

with the powerful data

Tableau and using Table

visualization techniques of

Calculations to help drive greater

Tableau, and then communicate

analysis from your data. Next,

insights in powerful ways Key

you'll explore different advanced

FeaturesApply best practices in

chart types in Tableau. These

data visualization and chart types

chart types require you to have

explorationExplore the latest

some understanding of the

version of Tableau Desktop with

Tableau interface and understand

hands-on examplesUnderstand

basic calculations. You’ll study in

the fundamentals of Tableau

detail all dashboard techniques

storytellingBook Description

and best practices. A number of

Graphical presentation of data

recipes specifically for geospatial

enables us to easily understand

visualization, analytics, and data

complex data sets. Tableau 10

preparation are also covered. Last

Complete Reference provides

but not least, you'll learn about

easy-to-follow recipes with

the power of storytelling

several use cases and real-world

through the creation of

business scenarios to get you up

interactive dashboards in Tableau.

and running with Tableau 10.

Through this Learning Path, you

This Learning Path begins with

will gain confidence and

the history of data visualization

competence to analyze and
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communicate data and insights

better and represent it in an

more efficiently and effectively

effective manner. It is also used

by creating compelling

for BI professionals and data

interactive charts, dashboards, and

analysts who want to do better at

stories in Tableau. This Learning

their jobs.

Path includes content from the

Pro SQL Server Relational

following Packt products:

Database Design and

Learning Tableau 10 - Second

Implementation Louis Davidson

Edition by Joshua N.

2016-12-29 Learn effective and

MilliganGetting Started with

scalable database design

Tableau 2018.x by Tristan

techniques in a SQL Server 2016

GuillevinWhat you will

and higher environment. This

learnBuild effective

book is revised to cover in-

visualizations, dashboards, and

memory online transaction

story pointsBuild basic to more

processing, temporal data storage,

advanced charts with step-by-

row-level security, durability

step recipesBecome familiar row-

enhancements, and other design-

level, aggregate, and table

related features that are new or

calculationsDig deep into data

changed in SQL Server 2016.

with clustering and distribution

Designing an effective and

modelsPrepare and transform

scalable database using SQL

data for analysisLeverage

Server is a task requiring skills

Tableau’s mapping capabilities to

that have been around for forty

visualize dataUse data storytelling

years coupled with technology

techniques to aid decision making

that is constantly changing. Pro

strategyWho this book is for

SQL Server Relational Database

Tableau 10 Complete Reference

Design and Implementation

is designed for anyone who

covers everything from design

wants to understand their data

logic that business users will
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understand, all the way to the

guides in the understanding of

physical implementation of

these massive changes and in

design in a SQL Server database.

their application toward sound

Grounded in best practices and a

database design. Gives a solid

solid understanding of the

foundation in best practices and

underlying theory, Louis

relational theory Covers the latest

Davidson shows how to "get it

implementation features in SQL

right" in SQL Server database

Server 2016 Helps you master in-

design and lay a solid

memory OLTP and use it

groundwork for the future use of

effectively Takes you from

valuable business data. The pace

conceptual design to an effective,

of change in relational database

physical implementation What

management systems has been

You Will Learn Develop

tremendous these past few years.

conceptual models of client data

Whereas in the past it was

using interviews and client

enough to think about optimizing

documentation Recognize and

data residing on spinning hard

apply common database design

drives, today one also must

patterns Normalize data models to

consider solid-state storage as well

enhance scalability and the long

as data that are constantly held in

term use of valuable data

memory and never written to

Translate conceptual models into

disk at all except as a backup.

high–performing SQL Server

Furthermore, there is a trend

databases Secure and protect data

toward hybrid cloud and on-

integrity as part of meeting

premise database configurations as

regulatory requirements Create

well a move toward

effective indexing to speed

preconfigured appliances. Pro

query performance Who This

SQL Server Relational Database

Book Is For Programmers and

Design and Implementation

database administrators of all
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types who want to use SQL

fundamentals Expand your

Server to store data. The book is

expertise--and teach yourself the

especially useful to those wanting

fundamentals of Windows

to learn the very latest design

PowerShell scripting, including

features in SQL Server 2016,

features available in Windows

features that include an

PowerShell 5. If you are an IT

improved approach to in-

professional, power user, or

memory OLTP, durability

consultant, you’ll get the

enhancements, temporal data

guidance, exercises, and code you

support, and more. Chapters on

need to master core techniques

fundamental concepts, the

for automating Windows setup,

language of database modeling,

deployment, and management.

SQL implementation, and of

Discover how to: Run cmdlets

course, the normalization process,

and command-line utilities

lay a solid groundwork for

Administer Windows-based

readers who are just entering the

servers and desktops with built-

field of database design. More

in cmdlets Use providers to access

advanced chapters serve the

external information Write and

seasoned veteran by tackling the

run scripts from the Windows

very latest in physical

ISE Create functions that are easy

implementation features that SQL

to maintain Build standardized

Server has to offer. The book has

environments with profiles

been carefully revised to cover

Automate Windows systems

all the design-related features

with WMI, CIM cmdlets, and

that are new in SQL Server 2016.

remoting Automate Active

Windows PowerShell Step by

Directory Domain Services (AD

Step Ed Wilson 2015-10-13 Your

DS) Debug scripts and handle

hands-on guide to Windows

errors Run commands that

PowerShell scripting

survive interruptions Use
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Desired State Configuration (DSC)

Lunches. Purchase of the print

to manage software services and

book includes a free eBook in

their environments Get powerful

PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats

new modules from PowerShell

from Manning Publications.

Gallery About You This book is

About the Technology Automate

for: IT professionals and power

it! With Microsoft's PowerShell

users who want to get

language, you can write scripts to

productive with Windows

control nearly every aspect of

PowerShell, including new

Windows. Just master a few

features in Windows PowerShell

straightforward scripting skills,

5 Windows system

and you'll be able to eliminate

administrators who want to be

repetitive manual tasks, create

more efficient and productive

custom reusable tools, and build

Anyone pursuing Windows

effective pipelines and

PowerShell certifications No

workflows. Once you start

experience with Windows

scripting in PowerShell, you'll be

PowerShell or other scripting

amazed at how many

technologies necessary

opportunities you'll find to save

Learn PowerShell Scripting in a

time and effort. About the Book

Month of Lunches Don Jones

Learn PowerShell Scripting in a

2017-11-11 Summary Discover

Month of Lunches teaches you

how scripting is different from

how to expand your command-

command-line PowerShell, as

line PowerShell skills into

you explore concrete hands-on

effective scripts and tools. In 27

examples in this handy guide.

bite-size lessons, you'll discover

The book includes and expands

instantly useful techniques for

on many of the techniques

writing efficient code, finding

presented in Learn PowerShell

and squashing bugs, organizing

Toolmaking in a Month of

your scripts into libraries, and
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much more. Advanced scripters

Setting up your scripting

will even learn to access the

environment WWPD: what

.NET Framework, store data long

would PowerShell do? Review:

term, and create nice user

parameter binding and the

interfaces. What's Inside

PowerShell pipeline Scripting

Designing functions and scripts

language crash course The many

Effective pipeline usage Dealing

forms of scripting (and which to

with errors and bugs

use) Scripts and security PART 2

Professional-grade scripting

- BUILDING A POWERSHELL

practices About the Reader

SCRIPT Always design first

Written for devs and IT pros

Avoiding bugs: start with a

comfortable with PowerShell and

command Building a basic

Windows. About the Authors

function and script module Going

Don Jones is a PowerShell MVP,

advanced with your function

speaker, and trainer who has

Objects: the best kind of output

written dozens of books on

Using all the pipelines Simple

information technology topics.

help: making a comment Dealing

Jeffery Hicks is a PowerShell

with errors Filling out a manifest

MVP and an independent

PART 3 - GROWN-UP

consultant, trainer, and author.

SCRIPTING Changing your

Don and Jeff coauthored

brain when it comes to scripting

Manning's Learn Windows

Professional-grade scripting An

PowerShell in a Month of

introduction to source control

Lunches, Learn PowerShell

with git Pestering your script

Toolmaking in a Month of

Signing your script Publishing

Lunches, and PowerShell in

your script PART 4 -

Depth. Table of Contents PART 1

ADVANCED TECHNIQUES

- INTRODUCTION TO

Squashing bugs Making script

SCRIPTING Before you begin

output prettier Wrapping up the
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.NET Framework Storing data-

comprehensive guide for the

not in Excel! Never the end

SQL Server DBA, covering all

Introductory Readings in

that practicing database

Ancient Greek and Roman

administrators need to know to

Philosophy Patrick Lee Miller

get their daily work done.

2015-03-15 This concise

Updated for SQL Server 2019,

anthology of primary sources

this edition includes coverage of

designed for use in an ancient

new features such as Memory-

philosophy survey ranges from

optimized TempDB Metadata,

the Presocratics to Plato,

and Always Encrypted with

Aristotle, the Hellenistic

Secure Enclaves. Other new

philosophers, and the

content includes coverage of

Neoplatonists. The Second

Query Store, resumable index

Edition features an amplified

operations, installation on Linux,

selection of Presocratic fragments

and containerized SQL. Pro SQL

in newly revised translations by

Server 2019 Administration takes

Richard D. McKirahan. Also

DBAs on a journey that begins

included is an expansion of the

with planning their SQL Server

Hellenistic unit, featuring new

deployment and runs through

selections from Lucretius and

installing and configuring the

Sextus Empiricus as well as a

instance, administering and

new translation, by Peter J.

optimizing database objects, and

Anderson, of most of Seneca’s De

ensuring that data is secure and

Providentia. The selections from

highly available. Finally, readers

Plotinus have also been

will learn how to perform

expanded.

advanced maintenance and

Pro SQL Server 2019

tuning techniques. This book

Administration Peter A. Carter

teaches you to make the most of

2019-10-18 Use this

new SQL Server 2019
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functionality, including Data

performance problems in SQL

Discovery and Classification. The

queries and in the database

book promotes best-practice

engine Who This Book Is For

installation, shows how to

SQL Server DBAs who manage

configure for scalability and high

on-premise installations of SQL

workloads, and demonstrates the

Server. This book is also useful

gamut of database-level

for DBAs who wish to learn

maintenance tasks such as index

advanced features such as Query

maintenance, database

Store, Extended Events,

consistency checks, and table

Distributed Replay, and Policy-

optimizations. What You Will

Based Management, or those who

LearnInstall and configure SQL

need to install SQL Server in a

Server on Windows through the

variety of environments.

GUI and with PowerShell Install

Learn SQL Server

and configure SQL Server on

Administration in a Month of

Linux and in ContainersOptimize

Lunches Don Jones 2014-04-30

tables through in-memory

Summary Learn SQL Server

OLTP, table partitioning, and the

Administration in a Month of

creation of indexes Secure and

Lunches is the perfect way to get

encrypt data to protect against

started with SQL Server

embarrassing data breaches

operations, including

Ensure 24x7x365 access through

maintenance, backup and

high-availability and disaster

recovery, high availability, and

recovery features Back up your

performance monitoring. In about

data to ensure against loss, and

an hour a day over a month,

recover data when needed

you'll learn exactly what you can

Perform routine maintenance

do, and what you shouldn't touch.

tasks such as database consistency

Most importantly, you'll learn

checks Troubleshoot and solve

the day-to-day tasks and
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techniques you need to keep SQL

you'll use over and over. What's

Server humming along

Inside Master the basics—indexes,

smoothly. Purchase of the print

logins, backup, recovery ... and

book includes a free eBook in

more Learn what you can and

PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats

cannot do when supporting a

from Manning Publications.

third-party application Monitor

About the Book Microsoft SQL

and improve performance

Server is used by millions of

Written by expert trainer and

businesses, ranging in size from

bestselling author Don Jones

Fortune 500s to small shops

Accessible to readers of any level

worldwide. Whether you're just

of experience, the book covers

getting started as a DBA,

techniques for all versions of

supporting a SQL Server-driven

SQLServer 2005-2014. About the

application, or you've been

Author Don Jones is a Microsoft

drafted by your office as the SQL

MVP, speaker, and trainer. He is

Server admin, you do not need a

the creator of the Month of

thousand-page book to get up and

Lunches series and author of over

running. Learn SQL Server

50 books on PowerShell, IIS,

Administration in a Month of

Active Directory, SCCM, SQL

Lunches is the perfect way to get

Server, and more. Table of

started with SQL Server. This

Contents Before you begin

concise, easy-to-read book skips

Server assessment and

academic introductions and

configuration T-SQL crash course

teaches you day-to-day

Managing databases Backup and

techniques for maintenance,

recovery Authentication: who

backup and recovery,

are you? Authorization: what are

performance monitoring, and

you allowed to do? Accounting:

more. Each of the 21 short lessons

what did you do? Analyzing

gives you practical takeaways

indexes Maintaining indexes
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Tuning index designs Reading

walk you a series of real-world

query execution plans Block and

problems and show various

deadlock analysis Automating

techniques for handling them.

management with SQL Server

Shows you how to design SSIS

Agent Multiserver management

solutions for data cleansing, ETL

Windows PowerShell and SQL

and file management

Server Using Extended Events

Demonstrates how to integrate

Monitoring and analyzing

data from a variety of data

performance Options for high

sources, Shows how to monitor

availability Virtualizing SQL

SSIS performance, Demonstrates

Server Moving, migrating, and

how to avoid common pitfalls

upgrading databases SQL Server

involved with SSIS deployment

performance checklist Never the

Explains how to ensure

end

performance of the deployed

Microsoft SQL Server 2008

solution and effectively handle

Integration Services Erik

unexpected system failures and

Veerman 2009-10-16 An

outages The companion Web site

authoritative guide to designing

provides sample code and

effective solutions for data

database scripts that readers can

cleansing, ETL, and file

directly implement This book

management with SQL Server

shows you how to design, build,

2008 Integration Services SQL

deploy, and manage solutions to

Server Integration Services

real-world problems that SSIS

(SSIS) is the leading tool in the

administrators and developers

data warehouse industry, used

face day-to-day.

for performing extraction,

Real World SQL and PL/SQL:

transformation, and load

Advice from the Experts Arup

operations. After an overview of

Nanda 2016-08-22 Master the

SSIS architecture, the authors

Underutilized Advanced
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Features of SQL and PL/SQL

Develop accurate data models and

This hands-on guide from Oracle

implement business logic • Run

Press shows how to fully exploit

PL/SQL in SQL and integrate

lesser known but extremely

complex datasets • Handle

useful SQL and PL/SQL

PL/SQL instrumenting and

features―and how to effectively

profiling • Use Oracle Advanced

use both languages together.

Analytics and Oracle R

Written by a team of Oracle ACE

Enterprise • Build and execute

Directors, Real-World SQL and

predictive queries • Secure your

PL/SQL: Advice from the

data using encryption, hashing,

Experts features best practices,

redaction, and masking • Defend

detailed examples, and insider

against SQL injection and other

tips that clearly demonstrate how

code-based attacks • Work with

to write, troubleshoot, and

Oracle Virtual Private Database

implement code for a wide

Code examples in the book are

variety of practical applications.

available for download at

The book thoroughly explains

www.MHProfessional.com. TAG:

underutilized SQL and PL/SQL

For a complete list of Oracle Press

functions and lays out essential

titles, visit

development strategies. Data

www.OraclePressBooks.com

modeling, advanced analytics,

PowerShell and WMI Richard

database security, secure coding,

Siddaway 2012-05-10 Summary

and administration are covered in

PowerShell and WMI is an

complete detail. Learn how to: •

example-driven guide for

Apply advanced SQL and

administrators managing

PL/SQL tools and techniques •

networks of Windows servers

Understand SQL and PL/SQL

and desktops. With 150 practical

functionality and determine

examples, including ready-to-

when to use which language •

reuse scripts and techniques,
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you'll learn the ins and outs of

WMI. Prior exposure to

automating WMI via PowerShell

PowerShell and WMI is helpful

v3. You'll also find deep coverage

but not required. Purchase of the

of all aspects of Windows

print book comes with an offer of

administration, including IIS,

a free PDF, ePub, and Kindle

DNS and Hyper-V. About the

eBook from Manning. Also

Technology WMI, on its own, is

available is all code from the

simply a collection of Windows

book. What's Inside Managing

management facilities. Paired

Windows, IIS, and Hyper-V

with PowerShell, however,

Remote desktops and devices

WMI becomes a brilliant toolset

Logs, jobs, and performance New

for automating servers, networks,

PowerShell v3 WMI

and remote Windows computers.

functionality

About the Book PowerShell and

========================

WMI is an industrial-strength

======= Table of Contents

guide for administrators of

PART 1 TOOLS OF THE

Windows networks, servers, and

TRADE Solving administrative

desktops. You'll start with

challenges Using PowerShell

practical overviews of

WMI in depth Best practices and

PowerShell and of WMI. Then

optimization PART 2 WMI IN

you'll explore 150 specific

THE ENTERPRISE? System

examples—all with ready-to-use

documentation Disk systems

scripts—designed to simplify

Registry administration

your day-to-day system

Filesystem administration

management. Each tested

Services and processes Printers

technique is configured to load as

Configuring network adapters

part of a PowerShell module. A

Managing IIS Configuring a

set of handy appendixes includes

server Users and security Logs,

references for PowerShell and

jobs, and performance
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Administering Hyper-V with

V3 AND WMI WMI over

PowerShell and WMI PART 3

WSMAN Your own WMI

THE FUTURE: POWERSHELL

cmdlets CIM cmdlets and sessions
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